
showing Some grace, and leaving be / creating 
bountiful groundS / having a light Step / filling 
a large Space / thiS is not really for you / viewS  

showing Some grace and leaving be / 
thiS iS an effort to care for 

old induStry and dirty earth — 
and to diSplay the Spectacle of 
the maSSive work that iS needed 
to rehabilitate the placeS we So 
diligently have grounded down. 

our SuggeStionS are in one SenSe 
Simple — a cleanSing marShland with a 
narrow red bridge, a floating garden, 
nurSerieS for the plantS of future 
parkS,  and three pavilionS providing 
modeSt viewS, roofS,  and toiletS for 

the non-non-humanS. the harbour 
Site we’ve been given iS l ike moSt SiteS 
theSe dayS a patchwork quilt of Space 
left over from planning for humanS, 
producing Strange corridorS and 
appendixeS.  So what better way iS 
there to plan for it than making 
Space for Something other than uS? 
refuSing the Site and re-fuSing it. 
Showing Some grace and leaving be. 
but not before we’ve picked up our 
own traSh;  So that maybe we’ll be 
welcomed back  Sometime in the future. 
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creating bountiful grounds / there are 
many ways to clean up toxic soil, but 

combined with the site’s need for grey water 
management phytoremediation crop up. 
by creating a marshland toxic compounds 
can be absorbed and broken down by the 
plants without the need for landfills. 

depending on the degree of toxicity 
there are different suitable approaches 
— for example a combination of poplars 
and sunflowers for heavily polluted 
earth, or birch and wild roses for the 
cleaner.  further, it serves as a wistful 
physical reminder of the work that is 

needed to maintain us. our waste doesn’t 
just disappear and the water doesn’t just 
go down the drain. when the wounds 
have healed maybe the marshland can 
stay, retaining some of that strange 
mysticism industry and nature share in 
that they are really not made for us? 

having a light step / a few meters above 
the marsh runs a narrow falu-

red bridge resting on dirt mounds. it 
connects three crucial parts of the 
site — the tunnel below the tracks, the 
bridge above the tracks and the far 
south side. a sliver of accessibility for us.

f illing a large space / it’s tough to travel far 
when you’re used to staying in one place. 

so spread throughout the site are nurseries 
for trees and plants. some  spaciously 
placed and some forming their own kind of 
juvenile parks. far to the west, on the north 
side of the tracks we have the most short 
lived community, packed with the quickest 
growing seedlings and sprouts, soon to 
be sent off. on the west side of the harbour 
and north of the old factory, the greenery 
can take its time. they can stay until all 
else is finished, or beyond, maybe even a 
permanent place for (a) new generation. 
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this is not really for you   /  woven along the 
waterfront floats another garden. the 

reeds,  shrubs, and flowers rests on mesh 
pillows tied together and anchored to a 
lowered wooden deck.  and while this is for 
us,  to distance ourselves from the silos 
and the factories,  from polluted grounds 
and future building sites,  you are a visitor.  

the floating plants also serve a 
similar purpose as the marshlands — 
to clean the area they occupy.  but here 
the task is overwhelming. cleaning 
up mälaren is not something you do 
alone.  instead it’s an invitation for 
other to participate in this weaving.

views / in the end there is a more 
than enough space for us,  just a bit 

less than we’re used to. we’ve proposed 
three pavilions.  wooden decks sitting 
on gabion walls filled with demolition 
waste,  aesthetically looking back at 
older industrial architecture in västerås 
while also mirroring the silos.  they 
each provide three basic necessities — 
toilets,  roofs,  and play.  on top of that, 
they include one slight luxury:  views.  the 
roofs are accessible and provide lookout 
points.  not so grand as to inspire a false 
sense of overview and hubris,  but high 
enough to appreciate a different vista. 
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